M E DI A Q UO TE S
O p e n 2S t u d y I n s tru c t o r s
“To have access to people who actively seek education and want to learn is incredibly rewarding as
an educator. If we can inspire one person who has never chosen an academic pathway we have
succeeded.”
- Tanya Critchlow, Introduction to Nursing in Healthcare, e3learning

“Looking at the caliber of educators and the breadth of subjects being offered, I’m proud and excited
to be associated with Open2Study. I’m helping make a difference in people’s lives.”
- Amir Ansari, User Experience For the Web, Stamford Interactive

“Open2Study is an innovative way of teaching and learning online and is quite different to much of
what is available presently online.”
- Dr Nicholas J. Vardaxis, Food, Nutrition & Your Health, Open Universities Australia

“The quality is beyond any MOOC that I have seen so far and it is a unique platform with
collaboration enabling features that no other MOOC is offering at this point in time."
- Haldor Aamot, Management for a Competitive Edge, International College of Management Sydney

" The idea is to make the student feel they are receiving a private tutorial but also to get a sense of
belonging to a group to ensure engagement with the subject."
- Tanya Critchlow, Introduction to Nursing in Healthcare, e3learning

"The subject needs to fit within a 4 week period, this actually works as an advantage – it allows the
educator to really focus on what’s important and deliver content in an efficient and effective manner."
- Amir Ansari, User Experience For the Web, Stamford Interactive

"Writing for the Web is a common subject, however not everyone will get a chance to attend an all

day course due to budget, time or resources. Open2Study allows anyone to learn how to write
effective online content. I'm hoping it's going to be a reliable tool for organisations to educate their
staff, as well as individuals wanting to learn more about writing for the web."
- Frankie Madden, Writing for the Web, Stamford Interactive

